From movie nights to holiday gatherings or even a dinner for two, home entertaining is a huge priority for
many. This home focuses heavily on the importance of home entertainment and enjoyment. Here are 10
interior and exterior important elements that this home possesses.
1. Sophisticated Lighting Design & Smart Technology
The light fixtures throughout the home are a stand-out. While the home wears a lot of beautiful natural
light on the interior, these added lighting details really give the space depth in the evenings. Lighting a
fireplace is also a great way to light up a room as well as make it feel more cozy and inviting. Let’s not
forgot to mention it also has smart home innovations.

2. Functional Backyard
Having a backyard that you love adds tremendous quality of life and is perfect for entertaining. No
backyard is complete without a barbeque area.  Not only is it a great place for you to entertain guests, but
cooking outdoors can be one of the most relaxing and calming activities that you can do.  This house
checks all the boxes! It already has an outdoor kitchen with a natural gas grill, diner and lounge areas, fire
pit, plenty of garden, fabulous landscaping with lighting design, fenced backyard with mature trees and
grassy area for children and pets.

3. An Open-Floor Plan
This home has spaces that are flexible, adaptable and functional. You can host a variety of entertaining
scenarios, from dinner parties and movie nights to large holiday gatherings. Cooking, eating, lounging,
and socializing can all happen in the same place, and hosts and guests can all stay connected, socialize,
and take part in the action.  This well-designed entertaining space can accommodate your large or small,
formal or intimate gatherings.

4. Flow between your indoor/outdoor spaces
In this home, the architect has incorporated large windows and sliding doors to maximize natural light and
visibility between the interior and exterior. The doors leading to the backyard open up and out of the
way, allowing for good flow between your indoor and outdoor living spaces. The front yard and one of
the decks are visible from the kitchen, dining room, and living room through the doors and the large
windows around the house. The house also has focal points in main living spaces such as tv, double sided
linear fireplace, huge kitchen island for guests to orient themselves around and move freely, comfortably,
and organically making your job as a host a lot easier.

5. A Fabulous Kitchen
Of course, a lot of entertaining, gathering, and celebrating happens around food and eating. This house
was designed mainly for entertaining, so the architect created a functional, practical, and stylish high-end
European kitchen with Wolf and Sub-Zero appliances, ample storage, good traffic flow, and functional
work zones that make it easier to prep, cook, serve, and entertain all at the same time. He prioritized
storage so that messes are left out of sight and counters can be cleared for prepping and eating. He also
incorporated large and elegant functional quartz countertops and butcher block kitchen island serving as a
focal point around which guests gather and socialize. The dining area sits underneath a phenomenal
grouping of unique lighting, perfect to turn on for evening ambiance.

6. A Functional Foyer
As the first thing that greets your guests, this house has an inviting and functional entryway with storage
and seating for guests to hang their coats and take off their shoes. It has a natural flow from the entryway
to the main entertaining spaces.

7. Formal and Informal Living Spaces
This house has multiple seating arrangements that cater to different purposes. It enables both intimacy
and openness. It gives guests the option to hang out in the large, open-concept living room or lounge and
have more intimate conversations in smaller, more private living areas. Some guests may stay in the
living room and gather around the tv, watching football or a movie, while others play board games in the
den. Having formal and informal living spaces is a great way to cater to all these needs and to allow for
pockets of socializing. Having different living spaces is also a great way to separate adults and children.

8. A Fabulous Lower Level
In this home, the architect added a lower level to have spaces to entertain in beyond the living and dining
room. The ultimate entertaining space would be incomplete without a luxurious lower level with
showstopping recreational features. He also thought that a home meant for entertaining would feel odd
without a wet bar and a walk-in wine cellar. A wet bar is a more casual place for guests to hang out away
from the kitchen or dining room. It offers great storage, and is also perfect for putting out food and drinks
because guests can help themselves.

9. A Practical and Comfort Owner’s Suite
What could be more beneficial than an inviting peaceful haven surrounded by mature trees? The large
sliding doors brings tons of natural lights and invite nature into the room.
The bathrooms in this home are well-placed and carefully designed. They have stunning sinks with wall
to wall & floor to ceiling tiles and oversized rain shower. There is a variety of well-placed and
highly-detailed fixtures. There are floating cabinets and a free-standing soaker tub for relaxing morning
baths and a private toilet room.

10. Impactful Guest Suites
Lastly, a house that will see many guests must have bathrooms that will leave people saying “wow”.
Additional bathrooms in your home, makes it feel all the more luxurious and guest-friendly. You will be
able to entertain guests inside and outside and give them some privacy.

